Smart Cost Calculator

Know your costs before you go.

EMI Health's Smart Cost Calculator allows you to compare different procedures, providers, and hospitals to see estimated costs based on your search criteria.

- **Procedure Costs**
  See data from local hospitals and providers near you or search in a specified area. See how much specific procedures typically cost and your out of pocket expenses.

- **Provider Reviews**
  Search for providers and see the reviews their patients left. This tool helps ensure you are visiting a provider that will meet your needs.

- **Facility Locations and Costs**
  Get hospital and clinic directions, patient reviews, and overall hospital ratings so you visit the proper facility that will take care of your complete healthcare situation.

Here's how to use it

1. **Log in** to your My EMI Health account.

2. **Click the Smart Cost Calculator button.**

3. **Search for services**
   Enter the doctor, hospital, or procedure you're looking for.

4. **Compare costs**
   Select the doctor, hospital, or procedure to see reviews, compare costs, and get more details on what you need.

Questions?

As always, we are here to help. **Call customer service at 800-662-5851**

*Change Healthcare is a cost transparency solution the provides pricing information on some medical services and prescriptions. This information is intended to be an estimate of the total amount you may expect to pay for the prescription or service, and is not guaranteed at the point of care.*